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Abstract
The noncontextual hidden variables models in d = 2, such as
the ones constructed by Bell and by Kochen and Specker, have
difficulties in accounting for the conditional measurement of two
non-orthogonal projectors. An idea of branching in the hidden
variables space, which provides a means to realize the notion of re-
duction effectively and describe the state preparation, is suggested
as a way to resolve the difficulties associated with the conditional
measurement.
1 Introduction
The noncontextual hidden variables models in dimensions equal to or
higher than 3 are excluded either theoretically by Gleason’s theorem [1]
or experimentally[2] by Bell or CHSH inequalities [3, 4, 5]. The only
d = 2 noncontextual models such as proposed by Bell [6] and Kochen
and Specker [7] have been considered to be viable models [8, 9]. Even
these d = 2 models have been shown recently to have difficulties in
describing conditional measurement, if one asks a unique expression of
the conditional measurement in hidden variables space [10]. If one pos-
tulates that any physical quantity should have a unique expression in
hidden variables space just as any quantum mechanical quantity has a
unique space-time dependence, all the noncontextual hidden variables
models including d = 2 models are thus excluded. The purpose of the
present note is to show that the idea of branching in the hidden variables
space, which is somewhat analogous to the branching in a many-worlds
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interpretation of quantum mechanics [11], saves those d = 2 models by
providing a means to describe effectively the notion of reduction and
state preparation and thus the conditional measurement. This modifica-
tion in hidden variables models helps not to lose the entire noncontextual
hidden variables models including the model of Bell in d = 2.
In the present paper we discuss this issue on the basis of the explicit
model of Bell in d = 2 [6] which is best known, but we also mention that
the same conclusion applies to the explicit d = 2 model by Kochen and
Specker [7].
2 Hidden variables models
We briefly summarize the essence of hidden variables models. For any
projector X in noncontextual hidden variables models, we assign a clas-
sical number [6, 7]
X → Xρ(ω) (2.1)
where Xρ(ω) assumes its eigenvalues, Xρ(ω) = 1 or Xρ(ω) = 0, with ω ∈
Λ standing for hidden variables. The classical number Xρ(ω) depends
on each given pure state ρ. For a complete set of orthogonal projection
operators
∑
kXk = 1, we assume the linearity in the sense∑
k
Xkρ(ω) = 1. (2.2)
We then define
xρ = X
−1
ρ (1) = {ω ∈ Λ : Xρ(ω) = 1}, (2.3)
and the probability measure associated with the projection operator X
is defined by
µ[xρ] ≡
∫
Λ
Xρ(ω)dµ(ω) = Tr[ρX ]. (2.4)
The basic assumption in hidden variables models is that one can find
Xρ(ω) and a measure µ[xρ] which reproduce the quantum mechanical
Tr[ρX ] for any X and ρ. It is known that noncontextual hidden variables
models in d ≥ 3, which are characterized by the measure dµ(ω) indepen-
dent of X and ρ, are excluded by Gleason’s theorem [1, 6, 8] and the
analysis of Kochen and Specker [7].
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The construction due to Bell in d = 2 is based on the projector
X~m =
1
2
(1 + ~m · ~σ) (2.5)
with |~m| = 1, and the rule (here, 1
2
≥ ω ≥ −1
2
)
X~mψ(ω) =
1
2
[1 + sign(ω +
1
2
|~s · ~m|)sign(~s · ~m)] (2.6)
for the pure state represented by the projector |ψ〉〈ψ| = 1
2
(1+~s ·~σ) with
uniform noncontextual dµ(ω) = dω [6], namely,
∫ 1
2
−
1
2
X~mψ(ω)dω = 〈ψ|X|ψ〉. (2.7)
It is shown that the dispersion free X~mψ(ω) itself is not given by any
density matrix parameterized by ~s and ω [8]. We use the notation of
the probability measure µ[xψ] for the present case. It has been long
considered that Bell’s explicit noncontextual model in d = 2 is free from
the existing no-go theorems in the framework with projectors [8, 9].
3 Conditional measurement
In quantum mechanics one may first measure a projection operatorB [12].
Immediately after the measurement of B, one may measure another pro-
jector A. This operation is allowed even for two non-commuting pro-
jectors [A,B] 6= 0 and this operation is called the conditional measure-
ment [13, 14]. We now examine Bell’s explicit construction in d = 2 in
connection with the conditional measurement.
One of the ways to deal with the conditional measurement on the
basis of projectors is to define
ρB ≡ BρB
TrρB
, TrρB 6= 0, (3.1)
then the relation
µ[aρB ] = Tr[ρBA] =
Tr[(BρB)A]
Tr[ρB]
(3.2)
holds as long as the assumed relations (2.1)-(2.4) in hidden variables
models are valid for any density matrix ρ which includes the density
3
matrix ρB in (3.1). This construction of (3.2) is faithful to the original
quantum mechanical definition of the conditional measurement. In Bell’s
construction (2.6), the projected state ρB corresponds to |ψB〉〈ψB| = B
in a matrix notation and we have the dispersion free representation (with
A = P~m, B = P~n)
AψB(ω) =
1
2
[1 + sign(ω +
1
2
|~n · ~m|)sign(~n · ~m)] (3.3)
which is symmetric in A and B, and we obtain the identical expression
for BψA(ω).
An alternative way to analyze the conditional measurement is to de-
fine the ratio of averages [13, 14]
αB(A) =
Trρ(BAB)
Tr[ρB]
, Tr[ρB] 6= 0 (3.4)
as the conditional probability measure of A after the measurement of B.
In (3.4), we emphasize a new composite operator BAB, which is no more
a projection operator, while we emphasize the modification of the state
in (3.2). These two are naturally identical in quantum mechanics.
For the projector in (2.5), we have
P~nP~mP~n =
(1 + ~n · ~m)
2
P~n (3.5)
and P~mP~nP~m =
1
2
(1 + ~n · ~m)P~m. We then obtain the dispersion free
representation corresponding to (3.4),
(BAB)ψ(ω)
〈B〉ψ =
(1 + ~n · ~m)
(1 + ~n · ~s) (3.6)
× 1
2
[1 + sign(ω +
1
2
|~s · ~n|)sign(~s · ~n)]
using (2.6) for Bψ(ω) with A = P~m and B = P~n.
One then confirms that the conditional measurement is consistently
described by either way, (3.3) or (3.6), in agreement with the prediction
of quantum mechanics as
Tr[ρBAB]
Tr[ρB]
=
µ[(bab)ψ]
µ[bψ]
=
∫
dωAψB(ω) =
(1 + ~n · ~m)
2
, (3.7)
which also agrees with Tr[ρABA]/Tr[ρA].
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This specific example in (3.7) shows that the conditional measurement
in hidden variables models [6] does not follow the classical conditional
probability rule
µ[(bab)ψ]
µ[bψ]
6= µ[aρ ∩ bρ]
µ[bρ]
(3.8)
for general non-commuting A and B, despite the fact that hidden vari-
ables models are based on the dispersion free determinism. If one assumes
the classical conditional probability rule on the right-hand side of (3.8)
for general state ρ, the relation (3.7) cannot hold for non-commuting
A and B. The classical conditional probability rule (3.8), if imposed on
noncontextual hidden variables models, eliminates the essential quantum
mechanical properties, since the right-hand side of (3.8) negates the cru-
cial notion of reduction in quantum mechanics, as is seen by the fact that
aρ and bρ in µ[aρ ∩ bρ] are defined by the same original state ρ although
µ[aρ ∩ bρ] is divided by µ[bρ].
4 Non-uniqueness in hidden variables space
We recognize that the expression (3.3) and the expression (3.6) lead to
two conflicting dispersion free representations in hidden variables space
parameterized by ω for the identical quantum mechanical object
Tr[ρBAB]/Tr[ρB], although both of them reproduce the same quantum
mechanical result after averaging over hidden variables as in (3.7) [10].
We here postulate that any physical quantity should have a unique ex-
pression in hidden variables space, just as any quantum mechanical quan-
tity has a unique space-time dependence. This requirement is not sat-
isfied by the expression of the conditional measurement in the d = 2
noncontextual hidden variables model [6].
This conflict between (3.3) and (3.6) is analogous to the case of a sum
of two non-orthogonal projectors. One may consider a linear combination
of two non-collinear projectors in (2.5)
E = λP~n + (1− λ)P~m, 0 < λ < 1, (4.1)
which satisfies 0 < E < 1. If one assumes that the dispersion free rep-
resentation due to Bell is applied to all the operators in (4.1) separately
(Bell’s construction is valid for a general operator such as E also), one
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obtains
Eψ(ω) = λP~nψ(ω) + (1− λ)P~mψ(ω), 0 < λ < 1, (4.2)
but this is not satisfied by the positive operator 1 > Eψ(ω) > 0 on the
left-hand side in the domain of the hidden variables space with P~nψ(ω) =
P~mψ(ω) = 0 (or with P~nψ(ω) = P~mψ(ω) = 1). This shows that Bell’s
construction has an ambiguity in representing the same operator, namely,
the left- and right-hand sides of (4.1), although it reproduces the result
of quantum mechanics
〈E〉ψ = λ〈P~n〉ψ + (1− λ)〈P~m〉ψ (4.3)
implied by (4.1) after averaging over hidden variables.
The conflict in (4.2) is essentially the original no-go theorem of von
Neumann [12] against noncontextual hidden variables models, and its
resolution is well known. One does not assign a physical significance to
two incompatible operators simultaneously in hidden variables space [6].
One now encounters another conflict between (3.3) and (3.6) arising from
non-orthogonal projectors in the analysis of the conditional measurement.
We examine the new conflict between (3.3) and (3.6) in more detail.
From a point of view of the dual structure of operator and state (O, ρ) in
quantum mechanics, these two approaches are related; an extra quantum
mechanical operation is included in each case,
(A,BρB) or (BAB, ρ), (4.4)
respectively, before moving to hidden variables models. These two are ob-
viously equivalent in quantum mechanics (or in any trace representation
with density matrix), but they are quite different in Bell’s construction
due to the lack of definite associative properties of various operations.
An interesting example is given by the measurement of A immediately
after the measurement of A. The prescription in (3.3) gives an ω in-
dependent unit representation, while the formula (3.4) with (3.6) gives
Aψ(ω)/
∫
Aψ(ω)dω which has the same ω dependence as the first mea-
surement of A.
The basic issue here is how to implement the notion of reduction
(or rather its equivalent) in hidden variables models. The construction
µ[aρB ] (3.2) and also the expression (3.3) rely directly on the notion of
reduction of states caused by a measurement of B, which is a charac-
teristically quantum mechanical notion foreign to deterministic realism.
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One of the motivations of hidden variables models is to avoid the sud-
den reduction of states. It may thus be desirable to avoid the direct use
of reduction in hidden variables models. In comparison, the expression
(3.4) with (3.6) uses the same state before and after the measurement
of B and thus avoids the issue of reduction (by using the quantum me-
chanical product BAB instead), but now one has to explain the state
preparation, namely, how to produce a desired state such as in (2.6) by
an experimental procedure without referring to reduction (or its possible
counter part in hidden variables models, which is not specified in Bell’s
construction).
We mention that essentially the same conclusion holds in connection
with the conditional measurement in the explicit d = 2 hidden vari-
ables model by Kochen and Specker [7]. One may thus conclude that no
satisfactory dispersion free description of the conditional measurement
exists in d = 2 noncontextual hidden variables models besides the lack
of uniqueness of the expression in hidden variables space.
5 Branching in hidden variables space
A way to avoid the discrepancy between the expressions (3.3) and (3.6)
in hidden variables space has been briefly noted elsewhere [10]. The basic
idea is to unify these two expressions as
AψB(ω
′)Bψ(ω)/
∫
dωBψ(ω) (5.1)
and later integrate over ω and ω′ independently; if one integrates over ω
first one obtains (3.3), while if one integrates over ω′ first one obtains
(3.6). Namely, one may assume that each measurement opens up a new
hidden variables space, which effectively incorporates the notion of reduc-
tion, and this procedure itself is somewhat analogous to the many-worlds
interpretation of quantum mechanics [11] although the real physical sig-
nificance is completely different.
In this formula (5.1), the first measurement of B = P~n for the state
ψ makes branching
Bψ(ω) (5.2)
or
B¯ψ(ω) (5.3)
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with
B¯ψ(ω) = 1− Bψ(ω). (5.4)
In the formula (5.1), the normalization factor 1/
∫
dωBψ(ω) arises to
realize the quantum mechanical notion of reduction effectively in the dis-
persion free representation, namely, one starts anew with the measured
reduced state specified by B: The measurement of B and then the mea-
surement of A is given by TrABρB/TrBρ in quantum mechanics.
The state makes a transition in (5.2)
|ψ〉〈ψ| → |ψB〉〈ψB| = B (5.5)
which can be regarded as the state preparation of |ψB〉, although in the
language of dispersion-free representation. We realize the state |ψB〉 in
the domain of the hidden variables space with Bψ(ω) = 1, ω ∈ Λ.
The subsequent measurement of the projector A = P~m then makes
branching
AψB(ω
′)Bψ(ω) (5.6)
or
A¯ψB(ω
′)Bψ(ω) (5.7)
with A¯ψB (ω
′) = 1−AψB (ω′) if one starts with the state in (5.2). In (5.6),
the state makes a transition
|ψB〉〈ψB| → |ψA〉〈ψA| = A (5.8)
which can be regarded as the state preparation of |ψA〉, although in the
language of dispersion-free representation. We have the state |ψA〉 in the
domain of the hidden variables space with AψB(ω
′) = 1, ω′ ∈ Λ. The
domains with Bψ(ω) = 0 or AψB(ω
′) = 0 do not contribute to (5.6). This
process continues every time when one makes a new measurement of a
projection operator.
The essence is that one can incorporate the notion of reduction effec-
tively and thus the state preparation in the dispersion free representation
by employing a procedure which extends the hidden variables spaces in-
definitely in the sense Λ→ Λ× Λ→ Λ× Λ× Λ→ ... .
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Coming back to (5.1),
AψB(ω
′)Bψ(ω)/
∫
dωBψ(ω)
=
1
2
[1 + sign(ω′ +
1
2
|~n · ~m|)sign(~n · ~m)]
×1
2
[1 + sign(ω +
1
2
|~s · ~n|)sign(~s · ~n)] 2
(1 + ~n · ~s) ,
one sees that the time sequence of the measurements is encoded, namely,
the state preparation by the measurement of B and then the measure-
ment of A. The crucial property is that this is achieved in the dispersion
free representation unlike the quantum mechanical reduction. By inte-
grating over ω and ω′, one recovers the result of quantum mechanics
∫
dω′
1
2
[1 + sign(ω′ +
1
2
|~n · ~m|)sign(~n · ~m)]
×
∫
dω
1
2
[1 + sign(ω +
1
2
|~s · ~n|)sign(~s · ~n)] 2
(1 + ~n · ~s)
=
1
2
[1 + (~n · ~m)]. (5.9)
In the case of multiple branching, one may divide by normalization factors
such as
CψA(ω
′′)[AψB(ω
′)/
∫
dω′AψB (ω
′)][Bψ(ω)/
∫
dωBψ(ω)] (5.10)
to be consistent with the notion of reduction ( and ray representation [15])
in quantum mechanics, if one is interested in the probability of the final
outcome CψA(ω
′′). This insertion of the normalization factor is somewhat
ad hoc but consistent with the formula (3.4).
As for the measurement of A immediately after the measurement of
A, one has
AψA(ω
′)Aψ(ω)/
∫
dωAψ(ω) (5.11)
where AψA(ω
′) = 1 has a uniform ω′ dependence. Once one projects
the state to a specific state A, the further measurements of A do not
change the state any more in the present formulation of dispersion free
representation.
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6 Conclusion
We discussed a way to avoid the non-uniqueness of the expression of
conditional measurement in hidden variables space, either (3.3) or (3.6),
by employing an idea of branching in the hidden variables space. We
discussed this problem in the very limited case of d = 2 noncontextual
hidden variables models. But if one extends the scheme to contextual
hidden variables models, one can cover a wide variety of more realistic
models and thus the present idea may become useful.
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